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issues of the society =====  If your
ordinary application is long pending with
any government dept/office or you are
not getting satisfactory replies/action, or
bribe is being demanded, you can lodge
an application under this act and ask for
questions/information. Here is the Guide
from our Blogger JP Shah Many of RTI
Applications have help thousand others in
solving the long pending issues. A student
who migrated to US after staying in a
rented apartment in Chennai was able to
solve the encroachment issues by filing RTI online from US. Why not we! <note tip>Remember,
drafting RTI in long pending cases is vital. You should take help from our Active Members at forum to
draft a good RTI application. Head to our forum here.</note> <html> <script async
src=“pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/js/adsbygoogle.js”></script> <ins
class=“adsbygoogle”

   style="display:block"
   data-ad-format="fluid"
   data-ad-layout-key="-gu-18+5g-2f-83"
   data-ad-client="ca-pub-3082882621726443"
   data-ad-slot="4321988277"></ins>

<script>

   (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});

</script> </html>

Make your elected representative accountable

 The Members of Parliament Local Area Development Division is
entrusted with the responsibility of implementation of Members of
Parliament Local Area Development Scheme (MPLADS). Under the
scheme, each MP has the choice to suggest to the District Collector for,
works to the tune of Rs.5 Crores per annum to be taken up in his/her
constituency.

A normal tendency is to stagger the recommendations on the last year of the term so that for next
election, benefits can be reaped. You know, an MP apart from legislature function, utilization of 5 Cr is
the most important functions he performs. But have we made our MPs aware of their work? Now you
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can do that with RTI filed to District Collector

With an RTI it is very simple to get to know what works your MP is recommending or not
recommending at all. Go ahead and file an RTI for MPLAD funds utilization. We have the sample RTI
for you here. RTI for MPLAD Funds

<html> <script async src=“pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/js/adsbygoogle.js”></script>
<ins class=“adsbygoogle” style=“display:block” data-ad-format=“fluid” data-ad-layout-key=“-
gu-18+5g-2f-83” data-ad-client=“ca-pub-3082882621726443” data-ad-slot=“4321988277”></ins>
<script> (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({}); </script> </html> ===== Make your
Online social presence relevant and helpful =====

The above is the research finding. Can you see top reasons- 'To Support the cause they feel strongly
about'. Yes that's correct. But when you post with Government records obtained from RTI, the value of
your post increases tremendously. Go to our twitter handle and see how common man has become so
much relevant to our society. Here is our handle @rtiindia <note tip>Add the truth, facts obtained
from RTI. You know that information obtained from RTI is only TRUTH and nothing else. Government
Officer cannot give you false information. You are now an authentic Social Media Poster.
Congratulations!</note> <html> <script async
src=“pagead2.googlesyndication.com/pagead/js/adsbygoogle.js”></script> <ins
class=“adsbygoogle”
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Yes, you heard it right. With such plethora of authentic information, you can become the News
reporter. Many RTI Activist frequently come on News Channels & News papers making their views
regarding information obtained under RTI. If not big, you can open your YouTube channel, Twitter
handles or a Facebook page to air your views. <html> <script async
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Beleive us, if you make concerted efforts by picking certain areas of concern, people will hear you so
do the Government
benefits, rti, act
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